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Let’s start counting….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs?



Let’s start counting….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs?

A: n(n-1)/2



Let’s start counting more….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs that are triangle free?



Let’s start counting more….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs that are triangle free?

Hint #1: G has 11 vertices!
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Let’s start counting more….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs that are triangle free?

A: [112/4] = 31

Hint #2: 
G has max 
degree of 4 



Let’s start counting more….

Q: What’s the maximum number of edges in an n-vertex 
simple graphs that are triangle free? Mantel (1904)



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?

A: 0



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?

A: 7!/3!4! = 35



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?



Let’s keep going….

Q: How many triangles are there in this graph?

A: Good luck!



Well.. It’s not that hopeless….
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Things people tried:

- Simply enumerate C(n,3) edges of G 



Well.. It’s not that hopeless….
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Things people tried:

- Simply enumerate C(n,3) edges of G – not a good idea O(n3) 



Well.. It’s not that hopeless….
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Things people tried:

- Simply enumerate C(n,3) edges of G
- NODEITERATOR

- computes for each node its neighborhood and then 
sees how many edges exist among its neighbors. This  
algorithm runs asymptotically in O(d2

maxn), where dmax
is the maximum degree in G



Well.. It’s not that hopeless….
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Things people tried:

- Simply enumerate C(n,3) edges of G
- NODEITERATOR

- computes for each node its neighborhood and then 
sees how many edges exist among its neighbors. This 
P algorithm runs asymptotically in O(d2

maxn), where 
dmax is the maximum degree in G.

- EDGEITERATOR 
- checks each edge (u, v) and computes the common 

neighbors of the nodes u and v. 
- Asymptotically runs in the the same time with the 

NODEITERATOR but can be improved to O(m3/2) using 
a simple hashing argument. 



Well.. It’s not that hopeless….
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Things people tried:

-Fast matrix multiplication
- Alon et al. gave an algorithm with O(m2p/(p+1)) where the 

best known p is 2.37, the exponent of the state-of the-
art algorithm for matrix multiplication…

-Streaming algorithms
- perform one or at most a constant number of passes 

over the graph stream (e.g. edges arriving one at a 
time {e1, e2, .., em}) [Yossef et al.]

-Semi-streaming algorithms
- Bechetti et al



Unfortunately….
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- Graph algorithms that calculate basic graph properties are 
not often scalable for graphs containing billions of nodes.

- A sound mathematical theory is still desirable for analysis 
of graph dynamics.

- Several current approximation algorithms for NP problems 
do not have known accuracy.

- And more…

- What Next?



Enter the man….
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- Introducing 2012 winner of Abel Prize….
- Drum rolls please….



Our first approach – Approximate the graph
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- Introducing 2012 winner of Abel Prize….
- Drum rolls please….

Endre Szemeredi
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Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma:
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Q: How do we get this Partition?



Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma:
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Fundamental results such as of Szemeredi’s regularity 
lemma lack computationally efficient algorithms that 
limit its usefulness of real-world applications. 



New Insights Using Spectral Theory…
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-Significant eigenvalues, which capture the essence of large 
graphs, live outside the essential spectral radius, number far less 
than the size of graphs, and there is an identifiable separation 
between significant and insignificant eigenvalues.

-Using the significant eigenvalues of a dense graph’s adjacency 
matrix, the partition described in Szemeredi’s regularity lemma 
may be quickly approximated to capture the essential information 
of a graph. 



So what…
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-We may be able to provide computationally efficient and scalable 
methods to approximate the partitions of Szemeredi’s regularity 
lemma to identify a graph’s essential information.

-We will efficiently compute various graph properties and apply 
known graph theory to the scalable partition thus obtained.



Our approach in a nutshell
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- Consider a family of graphs {Gn}, where Gn is a graph on n 
vertices. 

- List all eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of Gn such that the 
absolute values are in decreasing order:

- An increasing function f(n) is a coarse spectral bound of Gn if



Some properties of Coarse Spectral Radius
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-Monotone: If f(n)  g(n) for suffciently large n and g(n) is a coarse 
spectral bound of Gn, then f(n) is also a coarse spectral bound of 
Gn.
-Continuity: Suppose two graphs Gn and G’n only differ by o(dn)-
edges. If f(n) is a coarse spectral bound of G, then f(n) + o(d) is a 
coarse spectral bound of G’



Essential Spectral Radius
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-The “least" coarse spectral bound is called essential spectral 
radius of G. Roughly speaking, an essential spectral radius is the 
absolute maximum of all but o(n) eigenvalues of G. By the 
monotonicity property, the essential spectral radius is well-defined 
up to a lower order additive term. 
-It is known that the general random graph G(n; P) has essential 
spectral radius O(sqrt(n))
-By the continuity property and the Szemeredi's regularity lemma, 
one can show the essential spectral radius is o(n) for any family of 
graphs {Gn}. In fact, we make the following conjecture.
-Conjecture: For any family of graphs {Gn}, the essential spectral 
radius of Gn is O(sqrt(n))



Distributed Algorithmic Blow-Up Lemma

• Need a way to algorithmically embed spanning 
subgraphs into dense host graphs.

• Need a distributed solution that (a) does not require 
global knowledge at each computational node, and (b) 
can potentially achieve a speedup from parallelism.

• The algorithmic version of Komlós, Sárközy, and 
Szemerédi’s Blow-Up Lemma achieves this in the 
parallel computational model.

• We propose developing a distributed version of the 
algorithmic Blow-Up Lemma.



Distributed Algorithmic Blow-Up Lemma: 
Approach

• The algorithmic Blow-Up Lemma works in two phases:
– phase 1 requires finding large independent sets; and
– phase 2 requires solving an assignment problem.

• It was previously shown that phase 1 can be executed in 
the PRAM model in polylogarithmic time. Our first 
contribution will be to show that the same result can be 
duplicated in a distributed computational model.

• Phase 2 consists of finding a perfect matching between 
the remaining vertices and their potential embeddings.  
This can be cast as a Maximal Independent Set (MIS) 
problem. Our next contribution  will be a distributed 
algorithm for MIS.



Example
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Adjacency Matrix
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Example
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Example
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P - Recovered
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Applications for number of triangles
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Applications for number of triangles
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Relative Error = 2.5%



Real Twitter Data

Graph Name Vertex # Edge # Driver Nodes Persistent 
Driver Nodes 
(200 runs)

Chicago_graph 15096 38731 5170(34.2%) 3402(22.5%)
London_graph 27680 70685 10663(38.5%) 7686(27.7%)
Nyc_graph 8463 16365 2188(25.8%) 1529(18%)
Chicago_graph_1hop 155165 1522747 63803(41.1%) 14293(9.2%)
London_graph_1hop 185247 1491553 70622(38.1%) 18386(9.9%)
Newyork_graph_1hop 160237 1593929 75202(46.9%) 14247(8.9%)



Adjacency Matrix Eigen Values

Graph Name Largest Second 
Largest

Smallest Second 
Smallest

Chicago_graph 18.9 17.98 -5.8 -5.59
London_graph 18.61 17.67 -5.57 -5.57
Nyc_graph 6.56 6.18 -3.5 -3.16
Chicago_graph_1hop 115.85 54.1 -21.6 -16.39
London_graph_1hop 128.21 62.85 -25.0 -16.06
Newyork_graph_1hop 105.45 46.2 -19.79 -18.86



NYC is different from London and Chicago



No Significant Difference at 1 hop out



Randomization of Graphs and Eigen Value Trends



Randomization of Graphs and Eigen Value Trends 
continued



Why spectral method works?

• Many graphs can be approximated by general random 
graphs. For examples,
– Dense graphs (by Szemeredi regularity Lemma),

• Parameters of general random graphs can be 
determined by the significant part of spectra.

• How about other graph models?

• Preferential Attachment Graphs
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